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Abstract

The implementation and verification of a recently proposed Huy gens' principle in hol-
low lossless waveguide is described. The extended Huygens' principle is applicable
to the scattering effect of arbitrary obstacles in waveguide and allows the coupling
of a volume Finite Element discretization with a quasi Method of Moments surface
element approach. A review of the technique is given and expressions for the two port
scattering parameters are derived. The implementation is restricted to posts in rectan-

gular waveguide, although the technique may also be applied to general scattering

problems in waveguide. Finite Elements for the volume of the obstacle are selected
and a basis set is proposed. The elemental finite element matrices are derived for a low
and higher order basis set, while the validity of the derivations is established by con-
sidering a simple waveguide example. A coupled set of matrix equations is constructed
that can be solved for the unknown surface electric and magnetic fields and the volume
magnetic fields. A set of test examples is chosen to verify the implementation. The
convergence behaviour is examined for two test cases. The dissertation concludes with
an evaluation of the technique and recommendations for future work.
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Opsomming

Die implementasie en verifiëring van 'n onlangs voorgestelde Huygens beginsel in
leë golfleier word beskryf. Die uitgebreide beginsel van Huygens is van toepassing
op die strooiingseffek van arbitrêre voorwerpe in verlieslose golfleier en beskryf die
koppeling tussen 'n volume eindige element diskretisasie met 'n oppervlakelement

kwasi-moment metode. 'n Oorsig oor die tegniek word gegee en uitdrukkings vir die
tweepoort strooiingsparameters word afgelei. Die implementering word beperk tot
penne in reghoekige golfleier, alhoewel die tegniek op algemene golfleier strooiings-
probleme van toepassing is. Eindige elemente word gekies vir die volume van die
voorwerp en 'n basisfunksie versameling afgelei van bestaande basisfunksies. Lae

en hoë orde element matrikse word afgelei en die geldigheid van die afleidings word
nagegaan deur 'n eenvoudige golfleier probleem op te los. 'n Gekoppelde stel ma-
triksvergelykings word opgestel in terme van die onbekende oppervlak elektriese en
magnetiese velde. 'n Aantal toetsvoorbeelde word gekies om die implementasie te
verifieer. Konvergensiegedrag word ondersoek vir twee toetsgevalle. Die proefskrif
sluit af met 'n evaluasie van die tegniek en aanbevelings vir verdere werk.
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FE Finite Element
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Chapter 1

Introduction

During World War II research on radar and microwaves received top priority, drawing
physicists and engineers to work in this field. In this time Schwinger and Marenwitz

considered discontinuities in waveguide for radar applications, including posts in wave-
guide for filter applications [1]. At the time they were limited to approximate methods
not requiring substantial computing power to solve these problems. Some of these
results were later extended and included in the Waveguide Handbook [2]. After the
end of the war, a paper [3] appeared on the rigorous treatment of discontinuities in

waveguides. In this paper, integral expressions for the electric and magnetic fields
in waveguide in terms of integrals of magnetic and electric surface currents on the
obstacles, appear. A sequel to this paper was promised but never appeared, since after
the end of the war the authors' priorities changed. A set of lecture notes by Julian
Schwinger presented to his collegues at the MIT Radiation Laboratory is available [4].
At the present time various numerical techniques are applied to waveguide discontinu-
ity problems. Some of the techniques used are moment methods, modal analysis and
finite element methods, which are all frequency domain techniques. A time domain
technique often used for waveguide scattering problems is the finite difference time
domain method (FDTD).

1.1 Discontinuities in Waveguide

Typical applications of discontinuity solvers in waveguide are the analysis and design
of filters for radar and the satellite industry [5] and beam forming networks for antennas
[6], to name only a few. A few examples of the large variety of waveguide discontinuities
routinely considered are waveguide transitions, step discontinuities, bifurcations, T-
junctions, aperture couplers, phase shifters, mode polarizers and dielectric resonator

1
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 2

filters. Many waveguide problems are solved effectively by the established methods
considered below. Some of these geometries, especially those involving dielectric or
magnetic materials, can benefit from more effective techniques than those available at
present.

1.1.1 Modal Analysis (Mode Matching)

Characterizing abrupt discontinuities by summing all the possible waveguide modes at
both sides of the plane of the discontinuity and enforcing continuity at this plane, is

the basis of the mode matching technique. A system of equations results, relating the
amplitudes of all the propagating and non-propagating modes through the generalized
scattering parameters.

Wexler [7] considered the analysis of various types of discontinuities, such as irises,
multiple junctions and interfaces between waveguides of varying cross-sections, using
modal analysis.

1.1.2 Moment Methods

Moment methods involve the solution of an integral equation over volumes or sur-
faces subdivided into elements. Around the same time that modal analysis became a
popular tool, moment methods were employed for successful solutions of scattering
wire objects such as wire antennas in free space [8, 9]. Solutions to scattering in
waveguides for coupling apertures [10], conducting [11] and dielectric posts [12, 13]
followed. The waveguide solution requires knowledge of the waveguide Green functions,
which are very slowly converging double infinite series [14]. A three dimensional
volume moment method implementation for arbitrary shaped dielectric bodies in rectan-

gular waveguide appeared in [15]. Multiple dielectric posts in waveguide are consid-
eredin [16]. The analysis of waveguide junctions (T-junctions and waveguide bends) is
performed with a boundary element method in [17]. Another boundary element imple-
mentation is found in [18] where results for metallic and dielectric posts are presented.

The disadvantage of these methods is the double volume integrations required over
source and observation elements in the general case of dielectric materials. The Green
function convergence may require special acceleration techniques, which are depen-
dent on the exact form of the Green and weighting functions used [15]. The solutions
of conducting obstructions require only surface integrals and are therefore solved more
effectively.
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 3

1.1.3 Finite Element Methods (FEM)

Since the vector based finite element basis functions were suggested [19, 20] as an al-
ternative to nodal based scalar basis functions [21, 22], finite element solutions were no
longer contaminated by spurious solutions associated with the less sophisticated nodal
elements [23,24]. The finite element method became a viable solution for waveguide
discontinuity solutions. In [25] the three- dimensional FE analysis of a waveguide
discontinuity is described. The waveguide with discontinuity is terminated on both
sides by planes suitably far removed from the discontinuity to ensure that evanescent
modes have decayed. Boundary conditions on these planes, that include the dominant
mode excitation, are derived. Another approach appears in [26], where two types of
basis functions are implemented and compared. The 3D FE solution process may be
extended to obtain the generalized (multi-mode) scattering matrix [27]. The disadvan-
tage is that often a large portion of the empty waveguide must be discretized along

with the scattering obstacle. In terms of both degrees of freedom and computational
time required, this approach is often not optimal. The numerical finite element code
ANSYS® is commercial software widely used for finite element solutions and will

also be used to verify results obtained.

1.1.4 Time Domain Formulations

The finite difference time domain method (FDTD) uses a pulse input to analyze a de-
vice or structure and deduces frequency domain response by applying a digital Fourier
transform to the time domain data it obtains. The technique is versatile; the main
limitation of the basic formulation being the discretization which is often in terms of
rectangular blocks, influenced partly by the smallest geometrical elements to be mod-
elled. Radiating or absorbing boundary conditions are implemented for open bound-

aries. An FDTD implementation for posts in waveguide is found in[28].

An advantage of the FDTD technique is that frequency data over a range of frequencies
may be obtained from a single pulse excitation. All other frequency domain methods
mentioned in the previous sections require application of the technique at every fre-
quency point of interest, unless adaptive sampling and interpolation models are used
to interpolate frequency data determined at a few well-chosen frequency points [29].
A commercial time domain code, CST Microwave Studio®, has been used to obtain
S-parameter data for comparative purposes in chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION 4

1.1.5 Hybrid Methods

Hybrid methods usually combine two techniques to realize the advantages of both and
ideally, provide an efficient method of solving the problem under consideration.

Finite Element- Mode Matching Methods

The combination of finite element and mode matching techniques (FE-MM) [30] to
solve waveguide scattering problems is very popular. The finite element method and

mode matching are very effective together for the scatterer in waveguide problems.
Since any arbitrary scatterer can be discretized using finite elements and then linked
with a waveguide modal expansion at an interface, the discretized region is much
smaller than if only finite elements were used. Implementations of these appear in
[31] and [32]. A disadvantage of the technique is that empty regions around the scat-
terer are still discretized into finite elements.

An Extended Huygens Principle

Recently a new technique was proposed [33] for the solution of waveguide scattering
problems. This is a hybrid technique that includes a region discretized into finite el-
ements and a moment method type double integration over the surface of the object.
The tangential electric and magnetic fields link the inner and outer region. The volume
meshed into finite elements is only the scatterer itself, while the boundary between
the scatterer and the waveguide region is discretized into surface elements. This is

potentially more computationally efficient than the FE - MM method.

1.2 Objectives of this Study

Since the extended Huygens' principle has not been implemented to date, the purpose
of the study was to implement and verify this suggested technique. The verification
includes surmounting the challenges presented by an implementation. A very impor-
tant part of the verification is the investigation into the validity and practicality of this
technique through results obtained. Also, as a first implementation, an idea of the
strengths and weaknesses of the technique should be formed. Guidelines for the ap-
propriate use of the technique are required. Questions to be answered are how fine the
finite element discretization should be, how many modes are required to be summed
and how many integration points are required for converged results.
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 5

1.3 Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is the first implementation of this hybrid technique
specifically for a simplified T Epo symmetry. The detailed contributions may be sum-
marized as:

(a) Implementation of a numerical integration scheme to avoid the analytic integra-
tion of matrix entries and the singular term in the electric field Greenfunction

The numerical scheme allows flexibility in the choice of a basis set, as basis
set upgrades do not require changing the surface integral routines. The finite
element basis sets are hierarchal, which means that to upgrade to a higher order

set requires additional basis functions to the existing ones. This translates into
an extension of the elemental matrices without any changes to the lower order
functions already. implemented.

(b) Adaptation of two existing basis sets to form a 3D linear tangential quadratic
normal (LT/QN) prismatic basis set

(c) Derivation of elemental Sand T matricesfor the two basis sets

(d) Derivation of certain elemental B matrix entries for the constant tangential lin-
ear normal (CTILN) and linear tangential quadratic normal (LT/QN) basis set
for prismatic elements
This involves the connection between the fields of the volume of the scatterer
and the surface fields.

(e) A test to determine the validity of the connection between the inner volume and
the surface of the scatterer
This test is primarily of use as a debugging aid for the developer implementing

upgrade basis function sets. It also provides a visual indication of the modelling
abilities of various basis sets.

(f) Results for homogeneous dielectric posts in waveguide
These are the first results obtained with the use of the Huygens formulation,
using CTILN elements. This is significant, as it is the first verification of the
suggested formulation.

(g) Insertion of a missing factor where the source and observation point is found on
the same boundary surface
This factor was not included in the original paper [33].
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 6

1.4 Overview

In the next chapters we proceed to a description of the technique, details of the imple-
mentation and finally the analysis of the results obtained.

The scene is set in chapter 2, where the Huygens formulation for scattering objects
or loads in waveguide is described. This details all theoretical aspects of the new
technique and is in part a summary and in part a discussion of the material found in

[33]. The theory is general and is not limited to a specific scatterer or waveguide
geometry. Chapter 3 proceeds to the implementational details for perfectly electric
conducting, perfectly magnetic conducting, dielectric and magnetic posts in X-band
waveguide, which will serve as test cases for the technique. The implementation has
two parts, a finite element section and moment method type surface integrations which
are linked by the surface tangential fields. Two finite element basis sets are introduced
and the finite element matrix entries are calculated. These derivations are confirmed by
a simple finite element test using a partly empty section of X-band waveguide loaded
with a lossy material. Having established confidence in the suitability of the basis
set, we proceed to connect the inner volume of the scatterer to the empty waveguide
through the surface fields, using a connection matrix. The surface integrals required
are evaluated using a numerical integration scheme, allowing flexibility in the choice
of basis sets.

Chapter 4 presents S-parameter and convergence results for conducting and dielectric
posts in X-band waveguides. It is shown that the technique provides excellent magni-
tude and phase results for a number of representative test problems.

In chapter 5 the technique and results are evaluated and possible further extensions to
this work, which may form the basis of future projects, are described.
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Chapter 2

The Huygens Formulation

2.1 Introduction

Often waveguide scattering problems require the determination of the scattering matrix
for a hollow waveguide with an obstruction or load included, such as posts which may
be dielectric or metallic, as used in filter applications.

Usually the section of waveguide filled by the scatterer is quite small compared with
the rest of the surrounding empty waveguide. Discretization of the entire waveguide
by the finite element method (FEM) allows a very general object with varying mate-
rial properties to be considered with ease, but will require the discretization of a large
portion of empty waveguide along with the scattering object. This usually is not com-
putationally efficient.

The Huygens' principle [33] described in this chapter provides a solution to the prob-
lem of wasted degrees of freedom. This chapter details how the finite element dis-
cretization may be confined to the interior volume and the exterior surface of the
volume. The formulation then provides a link between the inner fields of the scat-
terer and the external waveguide fields through the tangential fields on the surface of
the object.

Once the total field, the sum of the incident field and the scattered field due to the
scatterer, is known, it is possible to determine the generalized scattering matrix of
the waveguide with the scatterer included. The formulation is applicable to general
lossless waveguides, although all examples will relate to rectangular waveguide. As
excitation the dominant TElO mode is used, although any higher order mode excitation
may be considered if required.

7
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CHAPTER 2 - THE HUYGENS FORMULATION 8
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Figure 2.1: A cross section through hollow waveguide with inhomogeneous obstacle
included. The z axis is aligned with the direction of propagation. The surfaces

forming part ofr, r = r,U r, U rL U rw, are indicated.

2.2 Geometry of the Problem

The typical problem to be solved is the scattering effect of an object, dielectric or per-
fectly conducting or a combination of both, in an empty hollow waveguide (figure 2.1).

The surface of the scatterer is labeled rL, while the region of the scatterer is enclosed
in an imaginary rectangular region n, that is bounded by the surface I', consisting of
rL, the surface r1 to the left and r2 to the right of the object and the surfaces rw be-
tween the transverse planes r1 and r2• The normal vector to the surface fL is labeled
nL.The coordinate system is indicated in figure 2.1.

2.3 Hollow Lossless WaveguideModal Fields

The fields inside the empty waveguide region are written as sums of waveguide modes,
both TE and TM [33]. Suppressing an ejwt phase factor,

00

E(i)(R) =L VZ:{a~e-'YmZ[e~(r) + e~(r)l + b~e'YmZ[e~(r) - e~(r)]} (2.1)
m=l

00

H(i)(R) =L Fm{a~e-'YmZ[~m(r)+h~(r)l-b~e'Ymz[~m(r)-h~(r)]} (2.2)
m=l

e~= {
o TEmodes

...LVt x ~m TMmodes'Ym
(2.3)
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CHAPTER 2 - THE HUYGENS FORMULATION 9

h~ = { - 'Y~v, x e~ TE modes
o TMmodes

(2.4)

where i = 1 corresponds to a point R to the left or on z = It and i = 2 corresponds to
a point R to the right or on z = la-

The waveguide eigenmodes referred to are T Epq and T Mpq modes [34]. In [33] an
index m is associated with every distinct T Epq and T Mpq mode.

With m and n any two mode indices, the transverse components of the lossless wave-
guide modes are normalized to

lb lG e~mo) • e~no)dxdy = 6mn (2.5)

and

(2.6)

with

cS _{1 m=n
mn- 0 m=Jn

(c5mn, the Kronecker delta, not to be confused with the Dirac delta function appearing
in (2.11».

(2.7)

The waveguide modal functions that are considered here are T Epo modes only, a re-
sult of the simplified geometry of loads that will be introduced in chapter 3. For the
geometries introduced there, the index m may be replaced directly with the index p.

2.4 The Basis of the Huygens' Principle

An expression for the total electric field inside a waveguide with scatterer

M

E(R') = L::Tffma~)[e~(r') + e~(r')]e-'YmZI
m=l

N

+L::Tffmb~)[e~(r') - e~(r')]e'YmZI
m=l

+T 1{-jkoZo[iiL x H(R)] .GE(R, R') + [nL x E(R)] .GH (R, R')}drL!rL
(2.8)
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CHAPTER 2 - THE HUYGENS FORMULATION 10

is derived in [33]. It is suggested that the factor

T = { 2 R' and R both on r,
1 R' natan r. (2.9)

is inserted into (2.8) as indicated. The T is similar to the factor found in the EFIE as
described by [9] and the Stratton-Chu equation in [35] and is supported by [36], where
the similarity between a free space Green function singularity and any waveguide green
function singularity is described.

The expression for the total electric field represents the sum of the M incident wave-
guide modes from the left, with modal amplitudes a~), N incident waveguide modes
from the right, with modal amplitudes b't,,) and the scattered field due to the tangen-

tial electric nL x E(R) and tangential magnetic nL x H(R) fields on the surface of
the scattering object or discontinuity. Each modal field distribution is separated into a
transverse and a propagation directed part, Le. E(R) = [er(r) ± e~(r)]e=r'YmZ,with
the top sign for positive traveling waves and the bottom sign for negative traveling
waves. The observation point R' may be placed anywhere inside the empty section
of waveguide, including on the scatterer surface. The source point R is placed on the
outer surface of the scatterer, rL, and integrated over this surface.

GE(R, R') and GH(R, R') are the dyadic electric and magnetic Green functions for
the empty waveguide. These are double infinite sums of the waveguide modal fields,

in general both T Emn and T Mmn modes.

For single unit n-th mode excitation from the left (+) or right( -), (2.8) reduces to

E±n(R') =Tv'z:[e~(r') ± e~(r')]e=r'YnZI

+ T 1{-jkoZO[nL x H(R)]· GE(R,R') + [nL x E(R)]· GH(R,R')}dI'LJrL
(2.10)

For (2.10) to be useful, the surface tangential electric and magnetic fields must be
determined. The process of finding these fields is described in the remainder of this
chapter.

2.5 The Waveguide Green Functions

The dyadic waveguide Green functions below are those given in [33]. These are the
Green functions appearing in [37], adapted for the normalization of waveguide modal
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functions adopted here in (2.5) and (2.6). Expressions for waveguide Green functions
are also found in [38]. The waveguide Green functions are

e~(r)e~(r')
e~(r)e~(r')
±e~ (r)e~(r')

=Fe~(r)e~(r') ]
±e~(r)e~(r') e=f'Yp(z-z')

-e~(r)e~(r')

(2.11)

and

1 00 [=Fh~(r)e~(r')
G~(R, R') = 2"L =Fh~(r)e~(r')

p=l -h~(r)e~(r')

=Fh~(r)e~(r') h~(r)e~(r')]
=Fh~(r)e~(r') h~(r)e~(r') e=f'Yp(z-z')(2.12)
-h~(r)e~(r') 0

with the upper sign corresponding to z > z' and the lower sign corresponding to z < z'.
The function Ó (R - R') is a three dimensional impulse function, written in Cartesian

coordinates as Ó(R - R') = Ó(x - x')Ó(y - y')Ó(z - z').

2.6 Linking the Surface and Volume of the Scatterer

In (2.10) an expression is given for the total electric waveguide field in terms of the
total incident and scattered field due to an obstruction. Tangential electric and magnetic

fields on the surface of a scatterer act as the sources for the scattered electric field at
any point in the waveguide outside the scatterer surface. It is now required to link the
internal scatterer magnetic fields to the external electric field through the surface fields
on the scatterer surface. The magnetic fields inside and on the scatterer, of which the
surface magnetic fields are a subset, are represented with finite elements. The volume
of the scatterer is discretized into any suitable three dimensional FE discretization that
conforms to surface patch (rectangular or triangular) elements on the surface of the
scatterer. Let Ti be a basis function in the tangentially continuous vector basis set
defined over an element.

Starting from the vector wave equation

1
\7 x -\7 x H - J1rk~H = 0

Er
(2.13)

and applying a weighted residual procedure, we require

(2.14)
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where the test functions W are chosen from the same set as the basis expansion
functions to be employed for H. The first vector Green theorem allows (2.14) to be
written as

r ~(vr x W) . (vr x H) - J-£rk~W . Hdn = i ~(W x vr x H) . ilLdf
~~ ~~

(2.15)

The normal vector il, that is pointing outwards from the surface fL, is the same as the
normal vector ilL employed previously in (2.8) and (2.10). Finally, after more vector
algebra, one now finds

r ~(V x W)· (vr x H) - J-£rk~W· Hdn = jkoYo i (ilL x W) .Edf
~~ ~

(2.16)

Finite element discretization of the magnetic field and the tangential electric field on
the surface results in

~llfn r ~(vr x Ti)' (vr x Tj) - J-£rk~Ti' Tjdn. JilL €r
J

= jkoYo ~£;n Ir ilL x Ti' Tj dr i = 1,2, ...ML
jPL rL

(2.17)

which can be written as the matrix equation

(2.18)

Considering the last term in equation (2.16), the expression for the n-th mode unit
excitation electric field at an observation point R', (2.10), can be used to obtain

L (ilL(R') x Ti(R')) . E±n(R')dr~·
'rL

= 2.;Zn i (ilL(R') x Tj(R')) . [e~(r') ± e~(r')]eT'YnZ'dr~
'rL

-2jkoZo ~llfn Ir Ir (ilL(R) x Tj(R))· GE(R,R'). (ftL(R') x Ti(R'))dfLdr~
jPL rL rL

+2 L£;n L L (ftL(R) x Tj(R))· GH(R,R')' (ftL(R') x Ti(R'))dfLdf~
jPL i;i;

(2.19)
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Noting that each surface basis function is shared by at most two elements and is zero
elsewhere, (2.19) is the sum of the contributions from each surface patch:

L elni (ftL(R) x Ti(R)) .Tj(R')c.lI'~
jrL 'YL

ML

=L 2~ Ir e=F'YnZ/[et(r') ± e~(r')] . (ftL(R') x Ti(R'))dr~
j=1 rL

-2jkoZo L llJn L 1(ftL(R) x Tj(R)) . GE(R, R') . (ftL(R') x Ti(R'))drL(lI'~
jrL JrL JrL

+2 L eln L 1(ftL(R) x Tj(R)) . GH (R,R') . (ftL(R') x Ti(R'))dI'LdI'~
jrL JrL JrL

(2.20)

2.7 Solving the Volume Magnetic Fields and Surface
Tangential Electric Fields

Two linked matrix equations (2.17) and (2.20) are derived in the previous section. In
matrix form these are

(2.21)

and

(2.22)

These simultaneous equations can be solved for {1l±n}, the magnetic field coefficients
of nL including the surface magnetic field degrees of freedom {1lf;}, and the surface
electric field degrees of freedom {Et:}.

The elemental matrices to be constructed numerically are'

(2.23)

'Noting that the FE indices i and j were replaced by i and I, to avoid notational difficulties in
chapter 3.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram representing the scattering coefficients a(l), a(2),

b(l) and b(2). Note the deviation from the usual definition of a and b.

[T]~~) = r I1rTi· T,dn (2.25)JOL
{e±n}~el) = 2..;z;, r [e~(r')± e~(r')]· [ftL(R') x Ti(R')]e=fïnZI dr~ (2.26)JrL

[ME]~j') = -2jkoZo r r [iiL(R) XTj(R)] ·GE(R, R') .[ftL(R') XTi(R')]drLdr~JrL JrL
(2.27)

[MH]~jl) = 2 r r [ftL(R) XTj(R)]·GH(R, R')·[ftL(R')) XTi(R')]drLdr~ (2.28)JrL JrL
The [SJ and [T] matrices are FE matrices, and are typical to FE problems. [BE] is also
a FE matrix, but forms the connection between the inner and outer part of the scatterer
and waveguide. The remaining matrices, [ME] and [MH], are similar to method of
moment matrices and are dense. {e±n} is the excitation vector.

A matrix solution yields the values of the coefficients and enable the determination of
the electric field inside the waveguide as well as the scattering parameters.

2.8 The Generalized Scattering Matrix

The scattering parameters are to be determined for an object or multiply disconnected
objects placed in a section of waveguide. The length of the section of waveguide is
determined by two reference planes z = h and z = l2 defined in figure 2.2. The
possible M incident modes from the left (magnitude and phase) are represented by the
vector a(l) = [ail), a~l), ... , aZ/]. Similarly b(2) = [bi2),b~2), ... , b~] are the M possible
incident modes from the right. The scattered modes are represented by b(1) traveling in
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the negative z-direction and a(2) traveling in the positive z-direction. These are defined

at the origin z = ° and must be referred to the reference planes z = II and z = l2
respectively, through a phase shift dependent on the distance of these planes from the

origin. S-parameters obtained should be accompanied by the values of hand l2 as
these determine the phase of the S-parameters.

The two port scattering parameters are ratios of the a and b vectors

(2.29)

noting the deviation from the usual convention for the vectors a and b for port 2.

To determine the S-parameters, single n-th mode excitation from one side of the ob-
stacle is considered, i.e. a(I) = [0, ... , a~I)+, ...,0] (incident from the left) or b(2) =
[0, ... , b~)-, ...,0] (incident from the right). The entire GSM matrix can be constructed
by varying n.

2.8.1 The Generalized Scattering Parameter S~r;n)

Excitation is a unit normalized n-th mode from the left. The E-field at I'2 (see fig-
ure 2.1) due to the n-th mode excitation and scattering from the waveguide obstacle
according to (2.10) is

E+n(R')lz'=h VZ:[e~(r') + e~(r')]e-'Ynh

+ L -jkoZo L lltn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE (R, R')lz'=hdI'LJrL .
3rL

+ L L£tn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GH(R,R')lz'=12dfL (2.30)hL .3rL

Alternatively from (2.1), the same E-field at I'2 consists of an infinite sum of waveguide
modes (some propagating, others evanescent) traveling in the positive z direction

00

E(2)(R')lz'=12 =LVZ;ai2)[e~(r') + e!(r')]e--'Y/c12
k=I

(2.31)

The representations (2.30) and (2.31) are equivalent at any point R' on I'2.

Taking the dot-product of (2.30) and (2.31) with an m-th mode transverse field er(r');
equating the expressions and integrating over the waveguide cross-section f2 and using
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(2.5), one finds

8 ...rz;; e-'Ynh+'Yml2
- mn..;-z;

+ V'Ym"e'YmI2h er(r')· Ir -jkoZo Llljn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz,=12dI'Ldx'dy'
r2 r, jrL

+ V'Ym"e'YmI2h er(r'). Ir LEtn[ftL x Tj(R)] ·GH(R,R')lz'=12dI'Ldx'dy'
r2 rL jrL

(2.32)

s~r;n) is defined as the ratio of the transmitted m-th mode amplitude referred to r2:
Fm"a~)e-'Ymh to the incident unit n-th mode amplitude referred to r1: Fne-'Ynlt,

giving

S(mn) _ vz;;: (2) --'YmI2+'Ynh
21 -.;z;: am e (2.33)

s~n = e-'Ynh+'YnltÓmn + vy':e'Ynlt ( e~(r')
Jr2.Ir (-jkoZo) :E[lljnftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz'=bdrLdx'dy'

rL jrL

+VY,:e'Ynll ( e~(r')
Jr2.Ir :E[£tnftL x Tj(R)]· GH(R,R')lz'=12drLdx'dy'

rL jrL
(2.34)

s~r;n) = e-'Yn(12-h) when m = n and there is no obstacle in the waveguide.

2.8.2 The Generalized Scattering Parameter si~n)

Excitation is a unit normalized n-th mode from the left. The E-field is expressed ac-
cording to (2.10) in terms of the n-th mode excitation at r1 (see figure 2.1) as

E+n(R')lz'=h - VZ:[e~(r') + e~(r')]e-'Ynlt

+ i -jkoZo :Elljn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz,=ltdrLJrL .
JrL

+ Ir :E£tn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GH(R,R')lz'=hdrL
rL jrL

(2.35)
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The E-field is expressed as a sum of the n-th mode excitation, negative-traveling and
evanescent modes at rl :

00

E(I)(R)lz'=h = v!z:e-'Ynlt [e~(r')+e~(r')] + L,: A{biI)e'Ykh [e~(r')- e~(r')]}
k=I

(2.36)

Following a similar procedure as in section 2.8.1, but integrating over the waveguide
cross-section rl instead of r2, one finds

b(I) -m - vlYme-'Ymll Ir e~(r'). Ir -jkoZo I)ijn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz'=hdI'Ldx'dy'
rl rL jrL

+ vlYme-'Ymh Ir e~(r'). Ir ~ etn[ftL x Tj(R)]. GH(R, R')lz'=ll dI'Ldx'dy'
r. r, jr

L

(2.37)

si;.nn) is defined as the ratio of the reflected m-th mode amplitude and phase at rI:
~b~) e'Ymhand the incident n-th mode amplitude and phase at rI: Fne-'Ynh leading

to

s~!)= ~e'Ynh r e~(r')i;.Ir (-jkoZo) L,:lljn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz'=hdrLdx'dy'
rL jrL

+.JY,:"e'Ynll r e~(r')i;
.Ir L,:t'tn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GH(R,R')lz'=hdrLdx'dy' (2.38)

rL jrL

2.8.3 The Generalized Scattering Parameter si~n)

Following a similar procedure as for s~'{"n),but with normalized n-th mode excitation

from the right,
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s~n = e'YnI2-'Ynlt8mn+Ae-'YnI2 r e~(r')
Jr2

.i (-jkoZo) :~:~,)ll.tftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz'=hdrLdx'dy'JrL .
JrL

(2.39)

2.8.4 The Generalized Scattering Parameter s~~n)

Following a similar procedure as for si;nn), but with normalized n-th mode excitation
from the right,

s;;~) = v"Yne-'YnI2 r e~(r')
Jr2

.i (-jkoZo) Llljn[ftL x Tj(R)]· GE(R,R')lz'=12drLdx'dy'JrL .JrL

(2.40)

2.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, a mathematical representation of the Huygens' principle in waveguide
is described as the basis for a new technique to solve scattering problems in waveguide
by discretizing the volume of the scatterer only. The internal fields of the scatterer
are linked to the empty waveguide exterior of the scatterer by the surface fields of the
scattering body. The surface integrations required are similar to volume MoM formu-
lations, but the integrations are confined to a surface only and not the entire volume of
the scattering body, even when dielectric bodies are considered. The waveguide dyadic
functions are infinite sums of waveguide modal functions that represent the section of
empty waveguide in the absence of any objects inside the waveguide. These functions
contain discontinuities that require special care in the integration of these functions.
The insertion of the factor T and the derivations of S-parameter expressions are not
found in [33]. This concludes the summary of the method suggested in [33].
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Chapter 3

Implementation of Posts in Waveguide

3.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the implementational challenges presented by the technique
for the problem of scattering by objects in a uniform hollow waveguide. Important
aspects are the discretization of the scatterer, the finite element basis set and matrices,
the evaluation of the double surface integrals over the surface patches and the solution
of the coupled matrix equations.

The discretization of the scatterer, which is dictated by the typical geometry of the
scattering object, must be considered first, as this will influence the choice of a basis
set. The volume elements determine the shape of the surface elements on the outer
surface area of the scatterer, where either triangular or rectangular elements are typi-
cally used. The order of approximation of the fields associated with the basis set must
be considered, while results may be improved with a refinement of the mesh or by
employing a higher order basis set. For this implementation a basis set was adapted
from the literature to suit the specific requirements of the problem. Once this choice is
made, the elemental finite element (FE) matrices can be derived.

The link between the inner volume and the empty section of waveguide is made via
the surface electric fields. A connection matrix, [BE], introduced in section 2.7 of
chapter 2, is responsible for linking the inner volume magnetic fields, represented by
a FE discretization, and the surface tangential electric fields. A strategy to confirm
the validity of the FE implementation and connection matrix approach was devised for
separate testing of the FE implementation and the connection matrix, which confirms
the validity of the implementations. The surface patches support magnetic and electric
fields, of which the tangential components act as sources for the scattered electric field
inside the hollow sections of waveguide.

19
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Figure 3.1: A homogeneous cylindrical post, either dielectric, magnetic or
conducting, extending between the broad faces of a rectangular T ElO waveguide. The

broad wall of the waveguide has dimension a, while the narrow wall has the
dimension b.

In the process of calculating the scattered fields, double surface integrals involving
dyadic waveguide Green functions present convergence difficulties that may be cir-
cumvented by a numerical integration scheme with non-coincident integration points.
Finally, the solution of the matrix equation requires manipulation of the matrices to
obtain an accurate solution.

This chapter contains the main contributions of the thesis, excluding contributions from
other sources as referenced. These are the adapted finite element basis sets, the deriva-

tion of the elemental matrices and the numerical integration scheme.

3.2 Simplifications

For the purpose of demonstration, it was decided to model a homogeneous conduct-
ing or dielectric post in a standard TElO waveguide, (figure 3.1). All TMmn modes
may be excluded from our analysis as well as TEmn modes with n #- 0, reducing the
computational burden by ruling out any y-variation. This simplifies to a single infi-
nite summation in the waveguide Green functions: now only sums of TEno modes.
Since all T Mnm modes include a y-variation, these are not excited with the geometries
considered here. Such a restriction also allows the employment of prismatic finite el-
ements (figure 3.2). A further simplification that can be made is for centered posts; in
these cases only even modes, i.e. TElO, TE30 etc., are excited.
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Figure 3.2: The prismatic finite element geometry. Side face 1 is defined by nodes 2
and 3. Side face 2 is defined by nodes 3 and 1, and side face 3 is defined by nodes 1
and 2. The lengths, di, with i = 1,2,3, of each side face are indicated. The element
extends from y = 0 to Y = b, with b the height of the waveguide, as indicated in

figure 3.1.

3.3 Finite Element Discretization

3.3.1 Prismatic elements

A basis function set for 3D prismatic elements is found in [39, 22]. Transformed to
our coordinate system the basis functions are given by

W1 Y- d1(A2V'),3 - ),3V'),2)b

W2
y

- d2(A3 V'),1 - ),1V'A3)b

W3 u- d3(A1V'),2 - ),2V'),1)b

W4
y

d1(A2V'),3 - ),3V'),2)(1- b)

Ws
y

- d2(A3 V'),1 - ),1V'),3)(1 - b)

W6
y

- d3(A1 V'),2 - ),2V'),1)(1 - b)

Kl yA1
K2 - Y),2

K3 Y),3 (3.1)

where Ai , l = 1,2,3 are the 2D simplex coordinates for triangular elements [21].
The extension to 3D is made by using y as the fourth local coordinate on an element.
These prismatic elements allow a 2D discretization of the obstacle to be extended to
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Figure 3.3: Prismatic basis function on a prismatic element face, basis set (3.2) in
column 1. Column 2 shows the cross-product of the normal vector ft with each basis

function that is requiredfor surface integration over the surface patch area.
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Figure 3.4: Transverse basis functions on triangular cross-section of prismatic
element at y = b. The first three are for basis set (3.2), while the full set is required

for basis set (3.3).
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3D by adding another dimension to the triangular discretization. It is most suitable
for problems where the object cross-section is fairly uniform along the length of the
object. For our purposes the linear variation along the y-direction of the element is not
directly suitable for modelling scattering problems with no y-variation in the geometry
or excitation. If implemented as is, linear dependence of matrix equations results. A

solution to this problem is to reduce the linear basis function to a constant over the
element. This may be seen as combining basis type Wi and type Wi+3 with equal
amplitude, the linear variation in y removed, with

WI dl(A2VA3 - A3VA2)

W2 - d2(A3VAI - AIVA3)

W3 - d3(AI VA2 - A2VAt)

Kl - YAI
K2 YA2
K3 yA3 (3.2)

Each prismatic element now has a reduced set of 6 degrees of freedom associated with

it. The basis functions are now suitable for problems that have both uniform geometry
and excitation in the y-variable. The transverse plane is the x-z plane in figure 3.2,
the approximation is the well-known CTILN 1 elements [40,41], combined with linear

basis functions in the vertical direction. In fact, CTILN is a suitable description for the
entire element basis set in (3.2).

The bases Wi and Mi will model only magnetic fields (surface and volume), while
K, will model only surface electric fields, due to the excitation and the simplified
geometry. As a result, it may be shown that from the basis set 3.2 the tangential
magnetic field is modeled as constant over an element, while the tangential electric
field is modeled as a linear function over a patch element. To increase the order of the
magnetic field approximation, one needs to upgrade the transverse order of the basis
functions from CTILN to LT/QN 2 functions.

For a LT/QN transverse approximation, the hierarchal basis functions for a 2D trian-

lcrlLN: constant tangential, linear normal, which refers to the order of approximation of the field
by the set of basis functions, with respect to an element edge

2LT/QN : linear tangential, quadratic normal approximation with respect to an element edge
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gular element, found in [41,42], are used to increase the order of the basis functions:

W1 d1(A2 VA3 - A3VA2)

W2 d2(A3VA1 - A1VA3)
W3 d3(A1 VA2 - A2VAl)

Ml - d1(A2VA3 + A3VA2)
M2 - d2(A3VAI + A1VA3)

M3 - d3(A1 VA2 + A2VAt)
F1 A2A3VA1
F2 - A1A3VA2

Kl - yA1
K2 YA2
K3 - yA3 (3.3)

From now onwards the entire 3D basis set in (3.3) will be referred to as LT/QN.

3.3.2 The Finite Element Matrices

Finite element matrices are assembled on a per element basis [21]. The elemental
matrices for each element are assembled into the global FE matrices by considering
the inter-element connectivity.

The following terms occur in the matrix entries and are defined by

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

m, = 2AV x yAI

Pil = VA;· VAl

where A is the triangular cross-sectional area of an element. The identity JA AiAjAkdA =
A i'jlk'2'. . d J: f th . b 1(i+}-tk+2)! 1S require lor many 0 e entnes e ow.

Elemental S Matrix Entries

For (3.2), the symmetrical S-matrix consists of four submatrices, the possible interac-
tions between the two types of basis functions

[
S(WW) Sew K) 1

[S]~/LN = S(KK) (3.7)
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where, in the interest of clarity, the entries for symmetric partners to off-diagonal ma-
trix terms are left blank. These form a subset of the matrices for the higher order
LT/QN basis set matrices, as the basis functions are hierarchal. For (3.3), the S-matrix
consists of sixteen submatrices, the possible interactions between the four types of
basis functions:

S(WW) S(WM) S(WF) S(WK)

[S](el)
S(MM) S(MF) S(MK)

(3.8)LT/QN - S(FF) S(FK)
S(KK)

The individual entries are

S~:;W) - [(V X Wi) . (V X W,)dV

- 4d;d,[V/\ X VAk]· [VAm X VAn] [ dv

- 4bAdid,hjk• hmn (3.9)

S(:;M) [(V X w.) . (V X M,)dV

o (3.10)

S~F) _ [(V X w.i (V X F,)dV (l ~ 2)

- 2di Iv hjk . (Amhjk . hnl + Anhjk . hm,)dV

A
- 2dib3"(hjk· bn, + hjk . bm,) (3.11)

S(WK) [(V X w.) (V X K,)dV(il) -

mzl- 2di[VAj X VAk]· 2A V dv

bdihjk· ml

- 0 (3.12)

(MM) (MF) S(MK) 0
Stil) = 0, Stil) = 0, (ij) = (3.13)
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S(KK)(il)

S(FF)(il)

S(KF)
(il)

27

- [(vr x Ki)· (vr x KI)dV

b
4Ami· m, (3.14)

[(vr x Fi)· (vr x FI)dV

[(Akhji + Ajhki) . (Anhml + Amhnl)dV

hji . hml [ AkAndV + hji . hnl [ AjAndV

+hki· bm [ AjAmdV (3.15)

[ (vr x Ki) . (vr x F,)dV

- 0 (3.16)

where i,i,k = 1,2,3 are numbered in cyclic order:

't J k
1 2 3
2 3 1

312

(3.17)

similarly for 1,m and n.

Elemental T Matrix Entries

Similarly to the S-matrix and, once again, with the off-diagonal symmetrical entries

left blank for clarity,

(d) [ T(WW) T(WK) 1
[T]CT/LN = T(KK)

and

T(WW) T(WM) T(WF) T(WK)

[T](el)
T(MM) T(MF) T(MK)

LT/QN - T(FF) T(FK)

T(KK)

(3.18)

(3.19)
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with

T(~~W) - i Wi .w.zv

- didl irA/VAk - AkVAj]. [AmVAn - AnVAm]dV

didlbiAjAmmk· mn - AjAnmk· mm - AkAmmj· mn+ AnAkmj· mmdA

bdidl{9jmmk . mn - 9jnmk . mm - 9kmmj . mn + 9knmj . mm} (3.20)

similarly

T(~~M) - i ve.. MldV

- bdidl{9jmmk· mn + 9jnmk· IDm - 9kmmj· mn - 9knmj . IDm}

(3.21)

T(~~F) i Wi . FldV

- di i (Aj VAk - AkVAj) . AmAnVAldV

- dib(pkl i AjAmAndA - Pjl LAkAmAndA) (3.22)

similarly

T(~~M) - lv Mi· MldV

bdidl{9jmmk . mn + 9jnmk . IDm + 9kmmj . mn+ 9nkmj .mm}
(3.23)

T(~~F) - i Mi . FldV

dib(pkliAjAmAndA +Pjl LAkAmAndA) (3.24)

fTI(WK) ° fTI(MK) fTI(FK) °
.L(il) =,.L (il) = 0, .L(il) = (3.25)
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T(KK)
(il) - lv Ki ·K1dV

- Iv AiAldV

lb

dy iAiAldA

bi AiAldA (3.26)

T(FF)
(il) - Iv Fi·F1dV

Iv AiAk VAi . AmAn VA1dV

- epiliAjAkAmAndA (3.27)

3.4 Testing of Finite Element Basis Functions

x
Er = 1, jJr = 1

Er = 1, jJr = 2 - 2j,,,,,,,,
"

,,,,
, I

" I

,,,,,,, z
"-- ....lL. ~ ~

2
3

1
3--------------------~

Figure 3.S: Geometry of a test problem with material discontinuities

The basis set appearing in the previous section is a new combination of the standard
functions. To ensure that the proposed basis functions are suitable for the modelling
intended, the set was tested before incorporation with the surface integral contributions
over the surface patch elements. The X,z (horizontal) modelling ability is investigated,
while it must also be determined whether convergence takes place as the mesh is re-

fined.

The test configuration is the same one as chosen in [43]. For convenience the geometry
is also shown in figure 3.5. The test problem is a section of waveguide, with length
1m, width 2 m and height 1 m. The axis coordinate system is indicated on figure 3.5.
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0.4

- 170elements
-- 292elements
- analyticresult

~b::0.8
4-<o
.g
B....0.6
~
::;s

0.2

-1 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
z coordinate inm

Figure 3.6: The magnetic field z component at x = 0, obtained via a finite element
solution at 8 GHz with a CTILN basis set. Two mesh sizes were used to demonstrate

convergence behaviour.

The waveguide is short-circuited at z.=0. The section from z = 0 to z = 1/3 is filled
with a magnetic lossy material, with permeability f.1r = 2 - 2j. A T ElO excitation is
applied at z.=l. The working variable is the volume Hz fields.

3.5 Connection between inner H-fields and tangential
E-fields

3.5.1 Evaluation of [BE]

From chapter 2

(3.28)

that implies that with known tangential electric fields on the boundary rL, magnetic
fields inside the volume of the object can be found by applying a finite element solu-
tion, where [B] and [T] are the standard finite element matrices. [BE] is responsible for
this connection between the inner and outer parts of the obstacle.
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(3.29)

(3.30)

[BEl~~K) nL· r Wi x K, drJrL
- dibnL· { -mk 1U2

AjAldu +mj1U2

AkAldu} i = 1,2, 3
UI UI

(3.31)

[ l(KK) ~ 1BE (il) = nL . K, X K, dr = 0rL
(3.32)

For the LT/QN basis set, additional to (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32) one requires

[BEl~~K) nL· r Mi x K, drJrL
_ dibnL· [mj, 1U2

AjAldu +mj1U2

AkAZdu} i = 4,5, 6 (3.33)
UI UI

where

{
~ i = l = a or i = l = b3

- ~ i = a, l = b or i = b, l = a6

0 otherwise

(3.34)
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- 170elements
0.2 -- 292elements

- analyticsolution

~'-o.8
........o
.g
.z0.6......
~
~

0.4

-1 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0
z coordinate in m

Figure 3.7: Magnitude of Hz.field at x=O, using the connection matrix and Finite
Element solution, compared to an analytic solution. 1Wo mesh sizes were used.

3.6 Testing of Connection between Inner Volume and
Outer Surface

The same problem (figure 3.5) is again used to test the connection between the surface
electric fields and the volume magnetic fields. In this case the excitation is the electric
field on the surface z = -1. Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified on all other
external surfaces. The magnetic field magnitude is shown in figure 3.7 along the line
x=(}o

3.7 The WaveguideDyadic Green Functions

The electric field modal components, subject to the normalization (2.5), are

e(PO) - eP = 0:z; :z;

e(pO)
e~ = - ~ sin (k:z:x)y ab

e(pO) - eP = 0 (3.35)z z
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The magnetic field modal components, subject to the normalization (2.6), are

- h~ = ~ sin (kxx)
vab

(3.36)

with kx = ~.
The waveguide Green functions with only T Epomodes considered are

G~(R,R') =f _l_sin(P7r x) sin (P7r x')e=F(Z-z')'yPOyy_-;c5(R_ R')zz (3.37)
p=l alrypo a a ko

and

1 00
G~(R,R') = ± - Lsin(pIT x) sin (pIT x') e=F(z-zl)'Ypo xy

ab p=l a a

+ _!:_f pIT cos (pIT x) sin (pIT x')e=F(z-zl)'yPOzy
ab p=l a'Ypo a a

(3.38)

with the upper sign corresponding to z > z' and the lower sign used when z < z',
These functions are not defined for z = z'. Note that discontinuities occur in all com-
ponents when z = z', even though R =j:. R'. Practically, the summation is terminated
after summing a sufficient number of terms. The number that is sufficient for a speci-
fied accuracy, will be examined by numerical experiment in the next chapter.

The function GH evaluated at points R and R' a small distance apart cannot be evalu-
ated by direct summation. The convergence of this function under these circumstances
is too slow and the required number of modes summed too high to be practical. A
numerical integration scheme is implemented to circumvent this difficulty.

3.8 Integration Scheme

It was decided to implement a numerical integration scheme to obtain flexibility in
the shape of the basis function choice. Each matrix entry to be calculated is the inter-
action between two rectangular surface patches, with the point R placed on the first
(source patch) and the point R' on the second (observation patch). These points are
then integrated over the entire surfaces of the respective patches. The problematic case
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is where the source and observation patches are the same; possibly R = R'. Even
so, each integration involving the pair of source and observation patches requires up
to three separate integrals to be evaluated. The choice of a numerical scheme allows
one to avoid coincident sampling points in the case where the source patch and the
observation patch are the same, i.e. avoiding R = R'. This avoids the problem of
waveguide discontinuities occurring when z = Z'.

3.8.1 Gaussian Quadrature

Gaussian quadrature involves the sampling of the integrand at specified points, Xi,

multiplied with weights.vl., specified for each point.

(3.39)

Tables of integrals may be used to determine the sampling points and weights for the
order rule required [44]. A transformation to an integral from 0 to 1 is required to use
these tables.

3.8.2 Coordinate Rotation

The specimen patch is projected onto the u-v axis, which forms an angle ()with the u-
axis aligned along the element axis (figure 3.9). The relationship between the specimen

element vertices in (z,x) and (u,v) coordinates are

z - cos ()u - sin ()v

X - sin ()u + cos ()v (3.40)

and

u - cos () z + sin () X

v - sin () z + cos () X (3.41)

The projection of the volume mesh onto the surface of the scatterer results in rectan-
gular surface patches. These have similar properties to the Rao-Wilton-Glisson trian-
gular surface patches described in [45, 33].
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z

Figure 3.8: Top view of two partially zoverlapping surface patches, projected onto
the z axis. The integration over zand z' is split into three parts, i.e. J:: J~2...dzdz',

J:Zb J:Zb d d' d J:Zb J:Z2 d d '... zzan ... zz
ZI ZI ZI Zb

v~
\
\
\
\
\
\
\ X
\
\
\ Xl
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

X

------------~I
--------.,.---- jl

II I I
II I \ _--U
I I I \.. _---
1\ ...1- -
I I - U21..---- 1- ()

.:»>: I UI~-~-~------~------~~~----------~z
Figure 3.9: Top view of a surface patch: definition of uv axis with respect to xz axis.
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3.9 Evaluation of [ME]

[ME]ij = -2jkoZo r r [ft(R) x Tj(R)]. G~(R, R')· [ft(R') x Ti(R')]dfLdf~JrL JrL
(3.42)

The surface basis functions, Ti and Tj are, at most, linear approximations and y-
directed (the u-directed basis functions are not involved here). The observation element
basis function is

ft X Wi = (Duu' + Dk)Y' = fiY' or ft x Mi = (Duu' + Dk)Y = fiY'
(3.43)

while the source element basis function is

Refer to appendix B for derivations of the tangential surface contributions Dy and Dk
and also By and Bk'

Substituting the expression for G~ and the basis functions we have

The y-integrations are not subject to transformation and are performed analytically,
yielding

Ib

dy = b (3.46)

as for the observation basis function.

Considering two fully z-overlapping patches, the integration is split into two parts at
the discontinuity at z = z', treating the discontinuous exponential function as two
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continuous exponentials, also exchanging integration and summation and summing
only the first P modes

(3.47)

(3.48)

bearing in mind that integration over the surface patches is always performed in an anti-
clockwise direction. The choice of 8 is explained in figures 3.10 and 3.11; it depends
on the direction of integration of the source patch with respect to the z axis.

The integral over the u-axis is performed numerically. For Gaussian integration it is
required that the integration limits are from 0 to 1. Let

m=
Uc - UI

k = U - Uc

U2 -Uc

U' - Uan= (3.49)

then

2jkoZob ~ 11 .)- -(Ub - Ua) L.....J (DuUi + Dk) sm(kxXi
a p:::;:l 0

{ (Uc - UI) 11(BuUjl + Bk) sin(kxxjl)es'YPO(Zi-Zh)dm

+ (U2 - Uc) 11(BuUh + Bk) sin(kxXh)e-s'YPO(Zi-Zi2)dk } dn (3.50)
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I
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I I
I I

IZ<Z'I z>z' :~-~-------I I . I

Ui I I
I
I
I
t£b

Figure 3.10: Top view of two surface patches: the use of the parameter s for a source
patch integrated in a positive z-direction. For this case s = 1.

I
I
I

U I I
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I 'I
IZ<Z'I Z>Z I~-~-------,

Ui I I
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I
I
t£b

Figure 3.11: Top view of two surface patches: the use of the parameter s for source
patch integrated in a negative z-direction. For this case s = -1.
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(3.40) and (3.41) and

Ui n(Ub - Ua) +Ua

Ujl m(uc - Ul) +Ul

Uh - k(U2 - Ui) +Uc

Xjl sin ()jUjl + cos ()jVj

xh sin ()jUh + cos ()jVj

gijl Zi - Zjl = COS ()iUi - sin ()iVi - (cos ()jUh + sin ()jVj)

(3.51)

Using the non-uniformly spaced sampling points for Gaussian integration and the as-
sociated weights (3.39)

jkoZob~~ .
-2(Ub - Ua) ~ ~ Ai (DuUi + Dk) sm(kxxi)

a .
p=l I

{ (u, - ut) ~ Ail (BuUjl + Bk) sin(k$xjl)es'YPO(Zi-Zh)

Jl

+ (U2 - Uc) ~Ah(BuUh + Bk) Sin(k$Xh)e-S'YPO(Zi-Zh)} (3.52)
J2

3.10 Evaluation of [MH]

The matrix entry for the interaction between a basis function i and a basis function j is

In evaluating the entries of [MH], the interactions are between basis functions Wi and
Kj and also between Mi and Kj. The surface basis functions are, at most, linear
approximations (refer to appendix B), depending on the order of the basis set imple-
mented:

ft X Wi (Duu' + Dk)Y = fiY' or ft x Mi = (DuU' + Dk)Y = fSr'

ft x Kj - (Buu + Bk)(i = /ju (3.54)
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lU
2

00 p1r (P1rX) (p1rX' ) ,+ (Buu + Bk)(Uj . i)L-- cos - sin -- e=F(z-z )'yPOdu)du'
Ui p=l a,po a a

(3.55)

-----~ow~ swappmg integration -anasw:iimatton,- ana termmating the summation after7------

terms, we have

The integration depends on the overlap between the z-coordinates of the two patches,

as shown in figure 3.8.

The double integral in (3.53) is always split into overlapping and non-overlapping
integrations; every partially or fully overlapping double integral has the following con-
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tribution (fully overlapping section):

(3.57)

The transformed expression is then

[MH]ii _ 2: (Ub - Ua)t{r (Ui' x) (DuUi + Dk) sin (~Xi)
p=l Jo

[fo1 -s( Uc - u1)(Buuil + Bk) sin(p1r:i1 )eS'YPO(Zh-zi)dm

+ 11S(U2 - uc)(BuUi2 + Bk) sin (p1r:h) e-S'YPO(Zh-Zi)dk] dn

+ p1r r (ur Z)(DuUi + Dk) sin (P1rXi)
a,po Jo a

[fo1 (uc - u1)(Buuit + Bk) cos (P1r:i1 ) eS'YpO(Zil-Zi)dm

+ 11(U2 - uc)(BuUh + Bk) cos (p1r:i2) e-S'YpO(Zh-Zi)dk 1 dr1.58)

with Xi = sin (;IiUi+COS (JiVi and Zi = cos (Jiui-sin (JiVi, once again using the coordinate
transformations (3.40) and (3.41). The integration limit transformations are given in
section 3.9 in (3.49).
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2b p {
[MH]ii - ~(Ub - Ua) ~ ~Ai(Ui' x) (DuUi +Dk) sin (~Xi)

[I:Ail (-s)(uc - uI)(Buuil + Bk) sin(p7fXit )es'YPO(Zil-Zi)
. a
Jl

+ ~AhS(U2 - uc)(BuUh +,Bk) sin (P7r:h) e-S'YPO(Zh-Zi)]

J2

+ p7r I:Ai(ui . Z)(DuUi + Dk) sin (p7fXi)
a,po . a,

[I:Ail (uc - ul)(Buuit + Bk) cos (p7fXit) eS"Ypo(zit -Zi)
. a
Jl

+ ~ Aj, (U2 - u,)(Buu;, +Bk) cosem:;, ) e-""'("'-")] }3.59l

Integrals for the other two cases indicated in figure 3.8 are simpler, since these involve

either z < z' or z > z' and not both, as in the case of overlapping patch z-coordinates.

3.11 Solution of Matrix Equations

In chapter 2 we had two linked matrix equations representing a system of linear equa-
tions to be solved for the tangential electric field coefficients {Et;:} and the magnetic
field coefficients {ll±n}, which represent both the magnetic fields inside the post and
the tangential surface magnetic fields

[BE]{Et;:} = {e±n} + [ME]{llf=:} + [MH]{Et;:}

[F]{ll±n} = jkoYo[BE]{Et;:}

with [F] = [SJ - k5[T].

(3.60)

(3.61)

The structure of [BE] and [MH] are such that these are not invertible (figure 3.12).
When solving the matrix equations, any operation involving the inverses of either ma-
trix or combinations of these, should be avoided. This matrix fill pattern is a result of
the quasi-2D nature of the problems considered here. If a tetrahedral finite element dis-

cretization is employed for a general 3D object as an extension to this implementation,
many of the empty blocks in the matrices will fill in with entries.
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It is interesting to note that for the specific geometries considered, the formulation is no
longer a Galerkin technique, which is also reflected in the non-symmetry of the [MH]

matrix entries. Although Galerkin weighting is very popular, with point matching also

being used often, it is by no means required [46] to use only these type of weighting
functions. With some of the restrictions on the geometry introduced in section 3.2
lifted, the weight functions would once again be contained in the same set as the basis
functions.

3.11.1 Perfect Electric Conducting (PEC) Posts

On the surface of the metallic post, all tangential E-fields are zero, while all internal
fields are also zero. Only one equation remains for the surface magnetic fields

(3.62)

The finite element discretization is not required and only the surface patch integrals
are performed [47].

3.11.2 Perfect Magnetic Conducting (PMC) Posts

Although perfect magnetic posts in waveguide do not represent any physical config-
uration, these are useful for validating parts of the formulation separately. Perfectly
magnetic conductors are used to represent symmetry planes in numerical codes and
are applied naturally on all boundary surfaces without specified boundary conditions
in FE codes.

The surface matrix equation, (3.61), reduces to

(3.63)

3.11.3 Dielectric Posts

Solving for the electric tangential fields first requires the inverse of the finite element

matrix [F], which is invertible and avoids the inverse of [BE]

{[BE]- [MH]- jkoYo[ME][Ftl[BE]}{£f;} = {e±n}

{ll±n} = jkoYo[Ft1[BE]{£f=;}

(3.64)

(3.65)
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For equation (3.60), empty (zero entries only) rows and columns are removed from
the matrices [BE], [MH] and [ME], to obtain compressed matrices as shown in row
two of figure 3.l2. A matrix equation for the surface electric fields results, with di-
mension M x K, with M = K for the CTILN basis set. After the E-coefficients are
calculated, the full set of magnetic field coefficients may be determined by using the
non-compressed forms of these matrices in equation (3.61).

In the case of the LT/QN basis set with specifically the single element discretization in
the y direction, the surface matrix equation produces an unexpected difficulty; that is
2M = K, in other words an over specified system of equations for the surface electric
fields results. To solve this problem, one wou1d either have to increase the order of the
y-modelling basis functions to second order, or move on to a more general problem,

such as partial height posts for example. When more than one level of elements are
meshed in the y-direction, with the associated inclusion of the full set of Green function
dyadic components, the LT/QN basis set suggested in (3.3) will be suitable for a higher
order approximation as is. For the results in chapter 4, only the CTILN basis set was
implemented. The requirement that the number of surface electric field degrees of
freedom is equal to the number of magnetic field degrees of freedom is automatically
satisfied when a full 3D tetrahedral mesh and the full set of Green function dyadic
components are implemented.

3.12 Conclusion

With the matrices set up and the two coupled equations solved, the next chapter pro-
ceeds to examine the results obtained with this technique. To determine the accuracy
of the solutions one has to choose the mesh discretization, in conjunction with the
number of waveguide modes summed. One would like to obtain the best possible so-
lution for S-parameters while summing as few modes as possible. Also, the number
of integration points per surface patch should be such that the numerical integrals are
converged.

A higher order finite element discretization in the post should allow one to sum more

modes accurately, while the magnetic fields inside the post are still accurate represen-

tations of the scattered magnetic field inside the scatterer. For a finite element dis-
cretization that approximates some components of the magnetic field inside the post
as constants, one would expect that not too many modes could be summed before the
finite element mesh becomes a restricting factor. These ideas will be examined in the
following chapters by considering a number of carefully chosen examples.
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M

N-------------

M----

M+K-----------
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M M

N N------------- -------------

M M--- ----

M+K M+K---------- -----------

Figure 3.12: Position of possible entries of the non-finite element matrices of
equations (3.60) and (3.61). N is the number of total degrees offreedom and includes
both magnetic and electric coefficients, M is the number of electric field unknowns
and K is the number of surface tangential magnetic field unknowns. The second row
shows these matrices in compressed format (involving only surface coefficients) as

used in equation (3.60). K = M when the lowest order basis set is used.
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Chapter 4

Results for Posts in Waveguide

4.1 Introduction

The Huygens formulation has been implemented in MATLAB® to solve scattering
problems for posts extending from the bottom to the top of the waveguide. Obtain-

ing accurate S-parameter results requires the choice of a suitably fine mesh, suffi-
cient waveguide modes and an adequate number of integration points per surface patch
element. The accuracy of the numerical results is determined by the number of volume
elements and surface patches and corresponding basis function order of approxima-
tion, the number of waveguide modes that are considered and the convergence of the
numerical integration scheme. An adequate choice of these parameters yields results
corresponding to those obtained with a commercial numerical code.

In this chapter, S parameter results for dielectric, PEC and PMC posts with a circular
cross-section in an X-band rectangular waveguide are presented through the use of the
Huygens formulation.

A commercial finite volume code, CST Microwave Studio®, was used in most cases
to obtain S parameter data for comparative purposes. In the case of perfectly magnetic
posts, which corresponds to a natural boundary condition, ANSYS®, a commercial
finite element code was used to verify the results, since it was the only commercial
package that could apply natural boundary conditions on an arbitrary surface not on
the outer boundary of the problem.

The length of the waveguide in CST Microwave Studio® was always 30 mm, with the
post or multiple post configuration placed in the middle of the length of waveguide. In
the Huygens code II = -15 mm and l2 = 15 mm with the post centre at z = O. This
corresponds to the geometric setup in CST Microwave Studio® and ANSYS® .

46
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Figure 4.1: two posts, no symmetry
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Figure 4.2: large centre post, symmetric
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Figure 4.3: off-centre thin post

a

Figure 4.4: two posts in non symmetric
configuration

For centre posts or other symmetrical configurations around x = a/2 a simplification
can be made: only even modes need to be considered in the analysis. These are modes
that have a symmetrical field distribution around x = a/2, Le. T Epo modes with odd
indices, viz. p = 1,3,5, ....

A number of test problems are carefully chosen to determine that all parts of the im-
plementation are working correctly. Following the progression of test problems, the
Huygens formulation and implementation can be verified step by step. Choosing a
single problem configuration only can be misleading, therefore a number of examples
are required. For example, in many small central dielectric or magnetic post cases, the
first term in the surface integral of (2.8) dominates the second term, so that an error in
the latter would not be immediately obvious. With the selection of problems chosen
below, one can verify all parts of the implementation. In figures 4.1 to 4.4 the selected

configurations are illustrated.

4.2 Perfectly Electric Conducting (PEC) Posts

The simplest test cases are perfectly conducting posts. Here tangential electric fields
are zero on a PEC surface. Since the volume fields are also zero, only the surface
magnetic fields are solved. The second term of the surface integral in (2.8) reduces to
zero (see (3.62)).

Two perfectly conducting posts were considered in the configuration of figure 4.4. The
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parameters were tl = 16 mm, W = 2 mm and t2 = 1 mm. The S parameter results
appear in figures 4.5 and 4.6. A frequency shift of less than 1% is visible at resonance.

4.3 Perfect Magnetic Conducting (PMC) Posts

This test eliminates the first term of the surface integral in (2.8), while relying on the
second term and the connection of the internal magnetic and external electric fields.

The volume elements again reduce to a surface discretization as in the previous case of
PEC posts (see (3.63)).

A single PMC central post was considered with the configuration of figure 4.2, w = 10
mm. The S-parameter results versus a FE code, ANSYS®, are shown in figure 4.7
and 4.8. Only 10 even modes were required to obtain these results. The ANSYS®
data was obtained by cutting a cylindrical hole with dimensions as the PMC post to be
considered into a section of rectangular waveguide. Natural boundary conditions on
the cylindrical surface correspond to a PMC post configuration. The standard Dirichlet
boundary conditions were applied on the waveguide side and top boundaries.

4.4 Dielectric andMagnetic Posts

The previous examples uses both terms of the surface integral in (2.8), in which the

electric and magnetic dyadic Green functions are required. The finite element section
was not required for these cases. A selection of dielectric and magnetic post test cases
is presented to demonstrate the ability of the Huygens principle implementation to
predict accurate results compared to another numerical code.

4.4.1 Test example 1: A thin Magnetic Post

An off-centre thin post with magnetic and dielectric properties is selected with the

configuration shown in figure 4.3. The parameters are Er = 5, J.1r = 20, W = 2 mm and
t = 3.43 mm. Thin posts are in general not as demanding as thicker ones, although the
off-centre position does require more modes than a central post would. The number
of TEpo modes (both even and odd due to lack of symmetry) is 40. The Sparameter
results are shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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4.4.2 Test example 2: A thick Dielectric Post

This test is a much larger obstacle. A thick dielectric centre post is considered with
geometry as in figure 4.2. The parameters are Er = 5.67, J-£r = 1 and w = 16 mm.
The results shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12 were produced by summing 20 even T EpQ
modes. Once again a frequency shift of less than 1% is observed at resonance.

4.4.3 Test example 3: A multiple Post Configuration

A good demonstration of the ease with which the formulation handles separate objects
is more than one post spaced some distance apart. Two dielectric posts in the config-
uration shown in figure 4.1 are considered. Although the discretization requirements
are not high, a considerable number of modes is required to obtain the correct resonant

frequency response. The parameters are Er = 38.5, J-£r = 1, w = 1.4 mm, t1 = 9 mm
and t2 = 7 mm. The results shown in figures 4.13 and4.14 are produced by summing.
50 T EpQ modes.
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4.4.4 Test example 4: A lossy Dielectric Post

A reasonably sized central post with losses is considered. The central position reduces

the modal requirement by half. This test case demonstrates that results for lossy posts
are very accurate. The ability of the Huygens technique to handle lossy materials is
inherited from the Finite Element method, and requires no modification of the surface
integral expressions.

A lossy, central post with parameters w = 4 mm, Er = 2 and tan 8 = 2 at 8 GHz is
considered. The S parameter results are shown in figures 4.15 to 4.17. Only 10 even
T EpQ modes are required. Note the slight deterioration visible in figure 4.17 at the
higher frequencies, due to a constant mesh size used for the entire frequency band.s

4.5 Convergence Requirements

Two simple test examples are chosen to examine the convergence behaviour of a Huy-

gens solution. The geometry is as shown in figure 4.2, with Er = 5.67 and w = ~ or
W = K respectively. The discretization is as regular as possible, Le. the volumes of
elements are all very similar. The number of integration points are chosen to be reason-
ably high: 8 points along the width of a surface patch element. Note that the integration
along the y-axis of each element is performed analytically. A 2D representation of the
relative error against number of modes and the number of volume elements is shown
in figures 4.18 and 4.20. The convergence against the number of elements is steady as
expected for a standard FE solution.

When considering the number of modes, the question is, how many modes should
be included? Does the solution deteriorate when an excessive number of modes are
included? In figures 4.19 and 4.21, the relative Sn error is plotted against number of
modes for the same discretizations used in figures 4.18 and 4.20. One can see that the
error decreases up to a point, after which the error fluctuates erratically. This is mainly
due to the numerical integration scheme, which limits the number of modes that can

be represented In both cases, the roughest discretization of only 8 elements produces
inaccurate results since the geometry of the post cannot be accurately represented. As

the mesh size increases, corresponding to an increase in degrees of freedom, the error
drops in both cases. Clearly the smaller central post requires less waveguide modes and
less elements to obtain a corresponding error in the results than the larger post. Since
the discretization of the smaller post is much finer, the point at which the Sparameter
results deteriorate is not as clear as in the larger post case.
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To choose the correct number of modes for a given problem, the nature of the obstacle
must be considered. Small central obstacles with low permittivities can often be mod-
elled accurately with only a few modes. The position of the obstacle in the waveguide
also has a large influence. When an obstacle requiring many modes is considered,
the mesh has to be refined correspondingly to be able to accurately represent the field
variation produced by these modes.

An indication of suitability of the mesh size and mode number relationship can be
obtained by looking at 181112 + 182112• For lossless cases this must be 1. Based on
numerical experiments, an error of more than 1 percent here gives an indication that

the mesh elements are too large and that a mesh refinement or a higher order basis set
implementation is required. The result of such an error is that both S-pararneters will
not be equally accurate. For thick posts, or posts with high relative permittivity, an
extension to a higher order basis set implementation could be used to avoid very fine
mesh discretizations.

4.6 Summary

S-parameter results for various size posts were obtained and found to be in good agree-
ment with a commercial time domain code. These test cases show that the Huygens
formulation is capable of providing accurate results. The number of modes required
inmany cases required are not very large; in fact it is confirmed that the single infinite
summation of modes required theoretically may be replaced by a much smaller num-

ber of modes in practice. It depends very much on the type of obstacle inserted into the
waveguide. This fact, combined with the volume mesh contained only inside the scat-

terers, makes the Huygens formulation a very suitable choice for scattering problems
involving dielectric materials in waveguide. It was demonstrated that the strength of
the Huygens technique lies in problems with multiple smaller obstacles rather than
very large objects filling a substantial portion of the waveguide cross-section. The lat-
ter case may be equally well considered with a full Finite Element discretization and

solution.

Considering PEC scatterers alone, these simplify to a moment method type implemen-
tation and do not require the full Huygens formulation, in fact the ability to solve for
metallic scatterers in waveguide is well established. However, the Huygens' principle
is not limited to scatterers containing either metallic or dielectric parts, but may be
implemented to allow a combination of both, although no such results are shown here.

On the topic of numerical efficiency a comparison of execution speed is not practical
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as the code was implemented inMATLAB®, notoriously slow with non-vectorized
operations. In addition, commercial codes typically are optimized for execution speed.

The results obtained for dielectric posts are the first results available for the verification
of this formulation. These results demonstrate that the technique is indeed suitable for
the solution of scattering problems in waveguide.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recommendations

5.1 Introduction

The benefit of the Huygens formulation is most evident when a number of relatively
small obstacles are introduced in an otherwise empty waveguide. The spacing of these
obstacles relative to one another has no impact on the computational burden. This is
in contrast with other techniques that discretize the entire volume in the vicinity of the
scatterers, usually including surrounding empty waveguide.

In a comparison with a waveguide :finiteelement solution of a waveguide with obstacle,
where discretization is made with only the dominant mode considered, the Huygens
technique requires a surface discretization for a number of higher order modes. The
requirements for the number of modes to be considered for a good solution are not
excessive, however the surface mesh must be suitably fine to support these modes and
by implication this affects the volume finite element mesh that must link to the surface
patch mesh. The result is that the meshing of the scatterer itself is finer than it will
be for a dominant mode finite element analysis. For this reason the benefits of the
technique decrease as the volume of the scatterer increases relative to the surrounding
empty volume up to the point where a :finiteelement analysis would be more effective.

5.2 Evaluation of the Technique

From a practical point of view one expects numerical codes to provide numerical data
that correspond to physical measured data. For the purposes of this thesis the focus
is on the comparison of numerical data with other existing codes, assuming that these

codes provide data that corresponds to physical reality.
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For small obstacles the results obtained compared to a time domain code and a FE code
are suitably accurate. As the diameter of the posts increased, the mesh requirements
increase correspondingly.

A combination of loads spaced some distance apart may now be analysed without
segmentation of the waveguide as would typically be required [48]. Especially if the
loads are quite small the method is much more efficient than the other techniques
discussed in chapter 1.

A test example with two dielectric posts demonstrates the ability of the method to
provide accurate results around resonance.

Some problems may be better solved by other techniques. These are problems involv-

ing only metallic discontinuities, such as metallic posts and waveguide junctions. Also
the analysis of very large obstacles will not benefit substantially from this technique,
but are more suited to a standard finite element analysis. Dielectric obstacles, or com-
binations of dielectric, magnetic and metallic obstacles are very suitable problems for
this technique.

An important observation based on the results presented in chapter 6, is that often,
surprisingly few waveguide modes are required to obtain good S-parameter data. This
corresponds with the approach in [2] where only a few modes were included to pro-
vide remarkably accurate results. However, numerically the physical geometry must
be approximated by a simplified geometry allowed by the prismatic, tetrahedral or
rectangular basis elements. In some cases the accuracy is limited by the geometric
approximation of the object.

5.3 Applications

Some of the examples in the previous chapter are typical configurations for waveguide
filters. Usually the filter elements are spaced some distance apart, which would require
a much larger number of degrees of freedom to model in a standard finite element
approach.

Commercial microwave heating applications, for example the drying of wood, require
the modelling of microwave applicators with loads that are lossy. Without the mod-
elling of the dielectric losses the analysis of power distribution in a load cannot be
made. The power density in the load is used to establish the heating effect of the mi-
crowave oven. The applicators have various shapes but may be in the form of a tunnel
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oven. The load itself is usually irregularly shaped and does not occupy the entire cross-
section of the applicator for practical reasons. A method of moments implementation
appears in [49] where it is claimed to be much more effective than a FDTD approach.

In [50] a mode-matching and FE technique is applied to cavities with inhomogeneous
materials. These type of problems are very suitable candidates for modelling with the

use of the Huygens formulation, substituting the appropriate Green functions in each
case, which could provide very effective solutions to the field and power distributions
in the loads. An example in chapter 4 clearly demonstrates the accuracy with which
lossy obstacles can be modelled.

5.4 Possible Extensions of the Application

The test cases chosen have demonstrated the ability of the Huygens technique to solve
waveguide scattering problems. A number of aspects may be included as extensions
to the implementation in future: more general geometric modelling and more efficient
matrix equation solutions for much larger problems. An upgrade to the higher order

basis set proposed will also increase the accuracy of results obtained or would provide
the same accuracy with less elements.

5.4.1 Geometric Extensions

The most pressing extension required is the ability to model arbitrary 3D obstacles with
any restriction on geometric shape removed. The geometric modelling implemented at
present allows only objects without variation in the y-direction to be modelled. These
posts had to extend from the bottom to the top waveguide walls. The prismatic ele-
ments chosen are very suitable for this purpose. In the case of more general obstacles,
tetrahedral finite elements would be a more suitable choice, with various higher order
basis sets already in use. If objects with rounded shapes are to be considered, another
option is the three dimensional covariant projection elements in [51]. These elements
model curved geometries very effectively. The waveguide cross-section is not limited

to rectangular shapes, any other practical shape could be analysed with this technique.

With the extension to more general geometries the full set of TE and TM modes will

be required in the analysis. All 9 components of each dyadic Green function would be
required. The main effect of this will be to increase execution times.
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5.4.2 Efficient Matrix Solutions

In the past few years numerous papers on the use of wavelets in numerical electromag-
netics have been published [52, 53, 54, 55, 56]. Typical method of moments matrices
are dense, unlike finite element matrices, which are banded and sparse. Difficulties
arise when computing the solution to matrix equations [A] { x} = {b}, resulting from
a method of moments implementation, in terms of the number of operations required.
This requires O(Q3) operations, with Q the dimension of [A]. In contrast a matrix
equation solution after a wavelet transform requires O(Q2) operations [57].

Two different approaches using wavelet theory are common. The first transforms a
full dense matrix, found after a method of moments application, into a sparse ma-
trix via a wavelet transformation followed by a threshold operation that discards small
entries [54, 56]. The transformed matrix equation is then solved and the original so-

lution obtained. The second approach uses wavelets as bases in the moment method
application[52, 53, 55]. An important issue is the matrix condition number after trans-

formation, which reportedly shows a marked deterioration [56].

5.5 Conclusion

A novel numerical technique applicable to arbitrary scatterers inside hollow waveguides
was introduced recently. In this thesis, the first implementation of this method was pre-
sented. The scatterer itself is modelled with prismatic finite elements, while a quasi
method of moments analysis is executed on the surface of the scatterer. The inner
volume and the surface of the scatterer or load is linked through the tangential electric
and magnetic fields on the scatterer surface. The geometries considered were limited
to posts in waveguide, although the technique itself is general and can be applied to

arbitrary scatterers or loads inside waveguides. S-parameter results were obtained for
conducting and dielectric posts inside X-band waveguide. These results were in good

agreement with a commercial time domain code.
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Appendix A

Notes for a Huygens' Code Developer

This section is intended for anyone who would need to implement a Huygens formu-

lation or extend the existing implementation. An outline strategy for the development
is given here.

A.1 Programming Tools

Traditionally many computational electromagnetics codes are written using FORTRAN.
For an experimental code, such as the one developed for this project, a very flexible
programming environment, with matrix solution routines and visual output functions
built in, was required. MATLAB ® provided this environment. The advantage above
using FORTRAN is that visual output can be obtained easily, using available built-
in MATLAB® routines. Viewing three dimensional meshes, colour plots of volume
magnetic fields inside the posts, were very useful tools in the developing process. How-
ever, once such an experimental code exists as a basis for future work, it is recom-

mended that this is transferred to FORTRAN. The reason for this is that MATLAB has
a severe disadvantage in that its non-vectorized commands, mainly nested loops, are
performed very slowly, and it is therefore not practical for the solution of very large

Huygens' problems.

A.2 Mesh Generation

Mesh generation and basis set selection are very closely linked. Apart from consid-
ering which mesh generators are available, one should also consider what geometries

I
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CHAPTER A - NOTES FOR A HUYGENS' CODE DEVELOPER II

Figure A.I: 3D homogeneous multi-layer prismatic mesh constructedfrom a 2D
triangular mesh

will be analyzed before making the very important choice of basis type: tetrahedral,
hexagonal, prismatic or even curvilinear basis elements.

MATLAB® has a built-in 2D Delaunay mesh generator that generates a Delaunay tes-
selation (triangles) given a set of mesh vertices. Afterwards the edges were numbered,
taking into consideration the shared edges. Boundary edges and nodes were identified
and listed. This 2D mesh was then extruded in the y direction, providing a single layer
of prismatic elements. The capability of generating homogeneous multi-layer meshes
already exists in the present code: this will be required to implement more general
problems that are still simple geometrically, involving both TE and 1M modes, such
as half-height posts. Visual output of such a mesh is shown in figure A. I.

Finally, for completely arbitrary obstacles, a tetrahedral discretization is strongly rec-
ommended. Good tetrahedral mesh generators are available commercially. Further-
more, higher order basis sets are already defined and tested, while these elemental ma-
trices are readily available in the literature. One notes that the basis sets used here have
one drawback: the prismatic basis set is not entirely coordinate independent, which is
non-ideal from the elemental matrix construction point of view.
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CHAPTER A - NOTES FOR A HUYGENS' CODE DEVELOPER ID

A.3 Developing Strategy: A Modular Approach

The entire code may be divided into sections, some of which may be tested and de-
bugged separately before combining them. A suggestion follows below for such an
approach.

• Firstly, the finite element discretization must be considered, using either a com-
mercial mesh generator or a simple self-developed generator. To test the [sJ
and [T] matrix separately, a finite element discretization of a section of empty
X-band waveguide in a travelling wave configuration was used to run a number
of convergence tests with successive mesh refinement. This procedure was de-

scribed in section 3.4. Now confidence has been established in the [SJ and [T]
matrices including the mesh and edge numbering integrity.

• The connection between the volume and surface fields through the [BE] matrix is
examined by the procedure described in section 3.5. This establishes confidence
in the connection between the MoM surface integrals and the FE discretization.

• Not all parts of the MoM surface discretization may be examined separately;
however, considering a PEC post, the finite element mesh reduces to a surface
mesh, enabling the surface integrations of [ME] and the excitation {e±n} to be

tested without the finite element magnetic field variables. Considering a PMC
post, the surface integrations of [MH] and the excitation {én} can be tested
along with the connection through [BE].

• Finally all the components may be combined. The finite element and surface
numbering here must be consistent. Some edges are directional and the order of
node numbering is important. At this stage careful tests to ensure convergence of
the numerical integration, the modal sums and the finite element discretization
are required.
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AppendixB

Derivation of Tangential Basis
Function Component

1

Figure B.I: The two non-zero simplex coordinates for a patch element.

Consider a single rectangular patch element. Since the y integration is performed
analytically and the basis functions have no y variation, only the u axis is shown here.
The element boundaries on the u axis are at U = Ui and U = Uj as shown in figure B.l.
Integration is from Ui to Uj and in a consistent anticlockwise direction around the post.
The variation of the two simplex coordinates defined on this axis is also indicated.
Note that the third triangular simplex coordinate is zero on this axis. Let di = Uj - Ui.

From inspection of figure B.l, we find expressions for the simplex coordinates in terms
of the coordinate system used here:

(B.l)

(B.2)

IV
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CHAPTER B - DERIVATION OF TANGENTIAL BASIS FUNCTION COMPONENT V

To perform the surface integrations, the tangential surface contribution of each basis
function should be determined. For both basis sets the contribution is a constant or a
linear function expressed in terms of the Bu , and Bk coefficients of sections 3.9 and
3.10.

B.l ft X Wl

This basis function is u-directed. It is well known that the tangential component of Wl
to an edge is a constant [21].

Using the relationships ft·VAi = t and ft·VAi = - J. ([21]), we find that u-n x W, =
1. Thus we have Bu = 0 and Bk = 1.

B.2 ft X Ml

This basis function is u-directed and linear in u. In this case we have ft . ft X Ml =
Ai - Ai. Using the expressions for Ai and Ai,

2
Bu= ---

ui - ui
(B.3)

and

(B.4)

B.3 ft X F,

The so called face basis functions have no tangential contribution on any face, as V Ai
is perpendicular to one edge while on the edges, either Ai or Ai is zero.

B.4 ft X K,

The basis function tangential components are y-directed and are linear functions with
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CHAPTER B - DERIVATION OF TANGENTIAL BASIS FUNCTION COMPONENT VI

Bu= {
_1_ : K, = AiYUj-Ui
__ 1_

: K, = AiYUj-u.;

(B.5)

B.= {
-~
Uj-u.;

.si:
Uj-Ui

: K, = AiY
: K, = AiY

(B.6)
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Appendix C

CT/LN versus LT/QN basis sets

x
fr = 1, /-Lr = 1
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" I

,,,,,,, z
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2
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Figure C.l: Geometry of a test problem with material discontinuities, repeated here
for convenience

The validity of the LT/QN basis set matrix entries are demonstrated here by considering
the same geometry and problem setup as in section 3.6. The result of figure 3.7 for the
170 element CT/LN discretization (440 degrees of freedom), compared here with a
170 element LT/QN discretization (990 degrees of freedom), is shown here in figure
C.2.

VII
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Figure C.2: Magnitude of Hz.field at x=O, using the connection matrix and Finite
Element solution, compared to an analytic solution. The waveguide was discretized

into 170 elements for both the CTILN and LT/QN case.
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